Annex D
Proposed Conditions
Conditions consistent with the operating schedule
1. All staff employed shall undertake training in licensing legislation, record of training
giving including name and date will be kept and made available for inspection.
2. A zero tolerance policy to use of drugs and carrying of weapons shall be in place at the
premises.
3. Empty bottles and glasses shall be collected at regular intervals
4. The Premises Licence Holder (PLH) shall install a suitable automatic sound limiting
device and graphic equalizer (to regulate bass frequencies) to control all amplified
music, speech and vocals within the premises. The device shall be preapproved by
Community Safety Officers and the acceptable level of noise shall be determined and
set to Officer’s specifications and thereafter maintained at the approved level for the
duration of use.
5. The sound limiting device shall be housed in a cage/secure enclosure to prevent
tampering, adjustment or bypassing of the system once it has been set to the
satisfaction of the Community Safety Team. The front of the device should remain
clearly visible at all times to enable Officers to visually inspect the device is working.
6. Only background music should be played in the front section of the building.
7. No bass subwoofers shall be used on the premises to prevent noise
disturbance/statutory noise nuisance to the adjoining residential properties.
8. The premises shall not be hired out to DJ’s or promoters for events.
9. Should patrons/members of the public seek to hire out the premises for private
functions or events, the Premises Licence Holder shall supply sound and amplification
equipment for this purpose. The Premises Licence Holder shall prohibit all patrons
from bringing in and utilising their own sound /amplification equipment.
10. The back door leading out into the garden shall be kept closed at all times during the
provision of Regulated Entertainment except for ingress or egress to prevent undue
noise escape.
11. No Regulated Entertainment shall take place in the rear garden, except in the rear
lower ground floor.
12. No speakers shall be placed out or installed in the rear garden.
13. All tables and chairs within the premises to remain in-situ at all times but can be
changed/altered and moved around as and when required.
14. Management/staff shall robustly monitor alcohol consumption and promote responsible
drinking at all times. The sale of alcohol shall be prohibited/restricted where deemed
necessary to ensure customers do not become inebriated.

15. No customers shall be allowed to leave the premises with alcoholic beverages or to
consume alcohol on the public highway.
16. There shall be no vertical consumption of alcohol to the external front tables & chairs
area.
17. Management/staff shall proactively monitor the conduct and behaviour of patrons to
the external front tables & chairs area; public highway and rear garden at all times
whilst in use. Engagement to ensue where customers are deemed to be shouting or
engaging in rowdy, anti-social behaviour to the detriment of residents within the
vicinity. Those person(s) shall be asked to cease this activity and/or disperse from the
premises quietly and efficiently.
18. Patrons shall be discouraged from congregating in groups or loitering outside the
premises for prolonged periods of time to prevent obstruction or impede the use by
pedestrians of the public highway.
19. Implement a dispersal policy from 23:00hrs to ensure all patrons leave the premises
and vicinity as quietly and speedily as possible. Ensure that patrons are verbally
advised by management/staff upon leaving to be mindful of the neighbouring residents
so as not to disturb the peace.
20. There shall be no emptying of external bottle banks between the hours of 23:00 –
09:00hrs Monday to Sunday.
21. Routine litter picks shall be undertaken to the external frontage of the premises to
remove all discarded litter, drinking vessels, food waste/packaging and cigarette butts.
22. Erect prominent notices in Portuguese and English to the rear garden and the internal
licensed areas advising customers to respect the peaceful amenities of local residents
so as not to make undue noise whilst on the premises and upon leaving the premises
at night and in the early hours of the morning.
Conditions agreed with Licensing
23. The sale of alcohol shall be ancillary to persons ordering a substantial meal.
24. The licence holder shall ensure that the premises benefit from a CCTV system that
operates at all times when licensable activities are taking place.
25. The system shall incorporate a camera covering each of the entrance doors and the
main alcohol display area and shall be capable of providing an image which is
regarded as identification standard. The precise positions of the cameras may be
agreed, subject to compliance with Data Protection legislation, with the police from
time to time.
26. The system shall incorporate a recording facility and any recording shall be retained
and stored in a suitable and secure manner for a minimum of 30 days and shall be
made available, subject to compliance with Data Protection legislation, to the police for
inspection on request.
27. The system must be able to export recorded images to a removable means e.g.
CD/DVD and have its own software enabled to allow playback/review.

28. A member of staff trained in the use of the CCTV system will be available at the
premises at all times that the premises are open to the public.
29. The system shall display, on any recording, the correct time and date of the recording.
30. The premises shall adopt an age verification policy set at a minimum of 25 years,
whereby any person attempting to buy alcohol who appears to be under 25 (or the age
set by the policy) will be asked for photographic ID to prove their age.
31. The only form of ID that will be accepted are passports, driving licences with a
photograph or Citizen card or validated proof of age cards bearing the "PASS" mark
hologram.
32. Signage advertising the "Challenge 25" policy will be displayed in prominent locations
in the premises and shall include the point of sale and the area where the alcohol is
displayed.
33. When the use of the rear garden ceases, the number of customers permitted to smoke
at the front of the premises shall not be more than five at any one time.
34. No noise shall emanate from the premises nor vibration be transmitted through the
structure of the premises which gives rise to a nuisance.
35. The use of the rear garden by patrons shall cease at 21:00hrs Sunday to Thursday
and 22:00hrs Friday and Saturday nights to safeguard the peaceful amenities of
neighbouring residents except to use the external toilets only.
36. The Premises will be an active member of a Business Crime Reduction Partnership
(BCRP), its linked radio scheme and the intranet site; or similar group where there is
one in operation.
37. At all times the premises is open and undertaking licensable activity, members of staff
must be able to communicate sufficiently to enable them to promote the four licensing
objectives and to make an effective challenge.
38. A Personal Licence Holder or Designated supervisor must be on site whilst licensable
activities are taking place.
39. An incident log shall be kept at the premises, and made available on request to an
authorised officer of the Council or the Police, which will record the following:
(a) all crimes reported to the venue
(b) all ejections of patrons
(c) any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
(d) any incidents of disorder
(e) any refusal of the sale of alcohol
(f) any visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

